
DERBYDOG LLC 

FULL-SIZE TRUCK CLASS (New for 2022) 

1/3/2022 

-RULES SUBJECT to CHANGE at ANYTIME- 

 

Truck frame must be a factory 1 ton or smaller frame that came with a 6 or 8’ bed. 

(not a box truck or straight bed) 

1. Any American made truck is permitted that came with a factory 6’ or 8’ bed. 4-

wheel drive trucks may only run 2WD (pull a driveshaft). Any STANDARD ONE 

TON and down is permitted. If truck frame has extra support brackets or is beefed 

up from the factory you better call before building and we’ll come look at it! 

Officials decision will determine if it can be ran!! Suburban’s are permitted. 

2. Tailgates may be welded shut using 3”x¼” strap. A maximum of 48” of strap 

may be used. Back bumper or tailgate has to be 16” of the ground. No wrapping 

quarter panels to bumper. Doors can be welded solid with 3”x3”. Driver’s door can 

be skinned. 

3. Beds must be welded to the cab of the truck with a 3” strap directly behind the 

doors. 

4. An interior four point cage is required to compete. The cage may not extend 

outside of the cab into the bed. However, it may attach vertically to the frame in 

four locations. No metal may be added to the frame to attach the cage. The vertical 

bars must be welded directly to the frame.5. Car bumpers may be used. Factory 

bumper brackets can be used or 3”x3” angle or square tubing 8” long. 

6. A single piece of 3”x3”x¼” angle iron may be welded from the left front frame 

rail to the right front frame rail (in front of a-arms) on all front coil sprung trucks 

only. Front leaf sprung trucks may use a chain from rail to rail or from the engine 

cradle to each rail. 

7. Trucks must securely fasten gas tanks directly behind the center of the cab in the 

bed. Gas tank protector can be a max 24” off back of cab and no wider than frame 

rails. 

8. 48” piece of ¼”x2”x2” angle may be welded on inside of tailgate. 



9. Fix it plate rule 6”x6”x1/4” follow car rules! If abused plate will be cut off!!!! 

Can be added to fresh or pre-ran trucks. 

10. NO HUMP PLATES 

11. C-channel front frame trucks can run kickers off the front bar to the middle to 

the A arms no bigger than 2”x2” square tube. Boxed framed trucks down bars have 

to stop at firewall. 

12. Front bumper height is 26” to bottom of bumper. 

13. Homemade bumper can be max 8”x8” square tube loaded. 

14. Max 10 leaf’s on rear must have a 1” stager. Max 5 clamps permitted per side. 

15. Factory front leaf springs only, no conversions. Must have factory brackets. 

16. No bead locks. 

17. 20” must be at least 20” to bottom of the rear frame. 

18. No Smashing bed sides down. 

19. All thread only to lock rear suspension 

 

TRUCKS BUILT TO: 

-Fair Derby, Twisted Metal, Smash-It, Hard-Core, & most all other promoters are 

MOST LIKELY within these rules.  

THERE IS NO: PIN-to-WIN PERMITTED! NO HOLDING, TEAMING, ETC.  


